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RISTA HINES’ Ocean View banquet hall, due to open next month,
will likely be the site of a number
of life-changing celebrations: Weddings, anniversaries, reunions.
Unfortunately, Elegant Occasions by
Krista will also serve as a monument to
what happens when elected leaders take
their eyes off their responsibilities.
Hines wanted to open an event space on
Granby Street in Norfolk, just a few blocks
south of the Chesapeake Bay.
In February, her business was due before the City Council for a special exception. The exception was required because
Elegant Occasions would be in a noisy accident potential zone in the shadow of Chambers Field at Norfolk Naval Station, where
the city had committed not to allow such
enterprises.
Military installations such as Chambers
Field or Oceana Naval Air Station in Virginia Beach or Joint Base Langley-Eustis on
the Peninsula have been imperiled by the
economic vigor of Hampton Roads, much
of which they have inspired and driven.
The resulting development, when it
crowds the fence-line, is called “encroachment.” Neighborhoods and businesses have
sprung up around the bases, each one imperceptibly raising the risk of something horrible happening, and as a collection making it more dangerous for the military to
operate or train.
When the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission did its 2005 review,
Oceana was threatened with shut-down specifically because of the rise of neighborhoods and businesses nearby.
While Hampton Roads couldn’t possibly
clear the property around its bases immediately, the cities made a commitment to do
what they could to ensure that the fewest
people possible were put at risk in the future.
That means doing things like reducing the
number of people who can live on a parcel
of land when it is redeveloped, or refusing
to allow businesses where crowds congregate to locate in at-risk areas. Millions in
state and local money was spent in Virginia Beach to make up for errors in planning
and permissions around Oceana.
After all, Defense Department spending
has represented as much as 50 percent of
the local economy. Active-duty and retired
military members fill our neighborhoods,
churches and businesses. Furthermore, it’s
a national and specifically local duty to ensure that America’s military has the tools
and space it needs to train.
With a few oversights in recent years,
Hampton Roads elected leaders have shown
they take that responsibility seriously.
When the Chesapeake City Council in
2013 approved a small neighborhood near
Fentress Naval Auxiliary Landing Field,
where Oceana pilots train for carrier landings, it sparked an immediate outcry. The
vote came despite objections from the Navy
and from Mayor Alan Krasnoff.
Within days, City Council reversed course
with mea culpas all around. There would
be no new houses.
All of which makes the Norfolk City Council’s decision earlier this year on Elegant
Occasions so entirely inexplicable.
Over the objections of the commander
at the Norfolk Naval Station, despite the
vote of its own Planning Commission and
the recommendation of its planning staff,
and ignoring the warning of Mayor Paul
Fraim, the City Council in February voted
to approve Hines’ banquet hall.
City Council members said that Hines
should’ve been warned earlier in the process, but a timeline from the city argues that
she was cautioned about problems shortly
after she applied for a business license. It
says she spent money on renovations before
receiving the proper approvals. It wasn’t
clear, according to the timeline, that Hines
was told that the site was inappropriate for
a banquet hall because it was in the accident potential zone, as is required.
Still, only Fraim and then-Councilman
Barclay Winn voted against the special exception for Elegant Occasions.
That error was obvious from the jump.
Like their colleagues in Chesapeake, Norfolk officials were left trying to figure out
a way to undo the damage they had done.
City officials were told to look for another
location. Hines was offered financial help.
“Hines said she went along with the plan
to move, but she couldn’t afford to renovate
a new location because she’d spent $80,000
getting her first one ready,” reported The
Pilot’s Eric Hartley. “When she and the city
couldn’t reach an agreement on compensation for her expenses, she decided in August
to try to open on Granby Street after all.”
Her banquet hall, still in the accident potential zone, still in a place where it shouldn’t
be allowed, is due to open in October, according to Hartley’s reporting.
For Hines, that’s the best outcome she
could’ve hoped for.
For the city, and for its relationship with
the Navy, it’s quite clearly the worst.
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HOW AIRBNB HELPS VIRGINIA BEACH
I AM AN AIRBNB HOST, and I’m proud of it. I recently paid my first 8
percent tax bill plus $1-a-night fee to the city.
I’m a longtime Virginia Beach resident and started hosting guests
through Airbnb for several reasons:
the money, interaction with really
nice people from all cultural backgrounds and helping my city — or so
I thought.
Most of my guests have something
in common. They don’t want to pay
for (or can’t afford) $300 a night for a
hotel room. They can’t afford to bring
their family of four or more on the
weekend, especially when everything
is booked.
I guide my guests to places they
should see. I send them to the aquarium (which has a steep entrance fee),
Ocean Breeze Waterpark, city parking lots and local restaurants. My
guests have been to many local places
because I’ve suggested those places. I
can’t speak for other hosts, but I enjoy
putting a smile on a guest’s face and

making his or her stay in my city special. It makes them come back.
My neighbors don’t complain. They
interact with my guests. My grandchildren play with the guests’ children. My guests enjoy their stays.
Where are my coupons, kickbacks
and “thank you” letters from those
places, and where is my commission
from the city for the parking fees my
guests have paid?
I have brought more money to this
city than the fees I have had to collect.
It’s time to hear from Virginia
Beach guests and hosts about why
hosting is a great way to get people closer. We need to stop focusing
on the tax revenue that city officials
couldn’t stand to miss out on.
Gerhard Seber
Virginia Beach

Editorial misses the blame

The officers who work for the Virginia Beach Police Department are to
be praised for their work in protectRe “Politics has poisoned debate over ing us and our communities.
On a recent Friday evening, an offifelon voting” (editorial, Sept. 7): This
piece featured a lengthy exposition on cer came by. Several officers were going door to door, asking residents our
the historical context of the fight bethoughts on our neighborhood.
tween Gov. Terry McAuliffe and ReWatching the officer write down
publicans in the General Assembly
over felons’ rights restoration. Unfor- our responses was gratifying and
comforting. These men and women do
tunately, the editorial misses out on
such diligent work in a stressful, unthe very heart of the issue.
McAuliffe is trying to offer a second predictable environment. They are
chance to people who are living, work- great people doing great work.
ing and paying taxes in Virginia. And
Republicans are using every legisla- Thomas Mapstone
tive and judicial tool at their disposal Virginia Beach
to shut those Virginians out of the process permanently.
By focusing on the back-and-forth
Harsher sentence for dog’s killing
partisan history of the issue and
making too much of the errors that
have occurred during implementaRe “Beach man sentenced to two
tion of McAuliffe’s order, the editoriyears for fatally stabbing dog”
al seems to blame both parties for the (Hampton Roads, Sept. 20): Why only
quagmire in which these more than
two years? This man should have got200,000 Virginians now find themten the maximum — five years.
selves. That is inaccurate. RepubThis killing was a premeditated, inlicans are responsible for bogging
tentional murder of an animal. If a
down progress on this issue for deperson can do this to an animal, chilcades.
dren could be next.
Republicans are responsible for the
I’m thankful to the person who inlawsuit to overturn McAuliffe’s order, tervened and followed this man and
which was clearly constitutional by
brought him to justice.
any reasonable standard.
And Republicans (specifically Sen- Audrey Shultz
ate Majority Leader Tommy NorHarbinger
ment) are responsible for the proposed constitutional amendment that
would take Virginia back to the Jim
Future drinking
Crow-era on this issue.
The Pilot owes its readers to ensure
that the history it is writing today ac- Re “Sip shape” (front page, Sept. 16):
curately reflects the events as they
Now that I’ve gotten over the “ick fachappen.
tor” of drinking treated sewage water,
I can predict a couple of things: I will
retrain my gag reflexes, and I might
Caswell Richardson
need to send Ted Henifin, the general
Norfolk
manager of the Hampton Roads Sanitation District, a year’s supply of probiotics.
Thanks to Beach police
Joking aside, I thank Henifin for his
exemplary leadership. He deserves
kudos for taking the first gulp and for
I’m a 48-year-old lifelong Virgintaking the initiative to lead this “opia Beach resident. There have been
portunity for future economic develmany changes in our city over the
opment.”
years with the goal of making the
area more enticing for vacationers
and a great place to live and raise a
Cary J. Woodbury
family.
Virginia Beach

LAWYERS, BEWARE. Robots really are
coming for your jobs.
Exhibit A: Venture-capital firm Invoke Capital just made a multi-milliondollar investment in Luminance, which
is developing artificial intelligence to automate the legal drudgery involved in corporate
mergers and acquisitions.
The robot lawyer is just
one of many — including
offerings from Ross Intelligence and Kira Systems
— aiming to replace the
overworked factotums
ELAINE
known as associate attorOU
neys. Without the six-figure student debt, I presume.
So how do these virtual attorneys work?
Well, according to Bloomberg, Invoke
founder Mike Lynch said that Luminance
can “read natural language and actually
understand it, using it to categorize documents, rather than just searching text
to match key words or standard clauses.”
This leads me to wonder whether Lynch
has ever used Google, because what he described is the exact function of a search
engine. Due diligence, the process Luminance is supposed to automate, essentially involves organizing massive piles of legal documents into smaller piles based on
their relevance — the specialty domain
of search engines. Even the IBM-Watson
technology that powers Ross is, for the
most part, a search engine.
The fact that their software isn’t quite
so unique, though, doesn’t detract from
robot lawyers’ potential. What really matters for their “intelligence” is the data on
which they are trained. Ross focuses the
Watson technology, which won “Jeopardy!” in 2011, on court filings instead of the
full text of Wikipedia. To prepare for its
specialty of contract review, Luminance
has studied “thousands of documents and
contract clauses.”
Well-tuned search engines could save
people a lot of time and suffering. Luminance promises to increase the efficiency
of contract review by at least 50 percent.
Kira Systems claims a time reduction of
as much as 90 percent. If Bayer’s legal
team had included robot lawyers, maybe
they could have completed due diligence
for the Monsanto deal in days.
So will the associate attorney, among
the least satisfying jobs in the U.S., become a thing of the past? Not necessarily.
Even though automated-review tools are
great for organizing documents into actionable information, intelligent humans
are required to step in when the computer encounters ambiguous language or unexpected cases. It’s like how self-driving
cars still have human supervisors in the
vehicle to deal with rogue squirrels or
trolley problems.
That said, the need for humans will diminish. As machines process more data,
previously ambiguous information will
become recognizable. Consider tax returns. Thanks to the Internal Revenue
Service’s automated computer review
system, trained on hundreds of millions
of returns annually, humans need to show
up only in the event of an audit, which happens in less than 1 percent of cases. It’s
just a matter of time before Luminance
develops similarly powerful pattern recognition.
The main difference between a junior
associate and a partner at Cravath is the
sheer quantity of data that the person has
seen. A computer can process data much
faster, with far more accurate recall ability. Once a robot learns to structure merger agreements and negotiate corporate
acquisition deals, human-readable legal
documents will be little more than an afterthought. Eventually, human lawyers
will be called in to interpret only the rare
ambiguity, likely a human-generated flaw
that never would have existed if lawyers
had used robots in the first place.
Elaine Ou is a blockchain engineer at Global
Financial Access, a financial technology
company in San Francisco.
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